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ABSTRACT

Dynamical components in the heavy-ion optical potential are calculated.

Special emphasis is given to the dynamical components resulting from coupling

to inelastic channels at sub-barrier energies. The component arising from

both Coulomb and nuclear coupling is calculated to lowest order using the

on-energy-shell approximation for the channel Green's function. A similar

approximation is used to calculate the dynamical components arising from

particle transfer coupling. ' /'.''.•.: <H
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I. Introduction

Most investigations of heavy-ion optical potentials have concentrated

on calculating the real part of the potential. Microscopic theories based

on the folding model as well as macroscopic theories, e.g., the proximity

model, have been developed and extensively discussed in the last few years.

Recently there has been an upsurge of interest in calculating the imaginary

part of the optical potential based on simple physical models. This interest

stems from the general recognition of the importance of considering, explicit-

ly, the possible strong coupling of the elastic channel to several reaction

channels. Cenerally, the components in the optical potential arising from

the c>>,'1ing to a specific channel are complex and we shall call these

dyp t ;.) 1 components. In contrast, we shall call the real part derived from

th jl ling model and the imaginary part that simulates strong absorption

stJ'ic components.

In this paper we present a short review of some of the recent attempts

ti Mlculate the dynamical components in the heavy-ion optical potential.

I' vUiV of the special importance of the sub-barrier coupling to low-lying

cc.lcctive states in modifying the heavy-ion elastic scattering we shall

tie )te a major part of the present review to calculating what has become

known as the dynamic polarization potential. This we do in Section II where

we shall present two methods: one, the (;eshbach reduction procedure, starts

with the full coupled channel? equations; the other, the semiclassical In-

verse scattering procedure, is based on Feynman's pith integral method. In

Section 111 we discuss the inclusion of nuclear excitation into the dynami-

cal polarization potential. The dynamical component in the optical pot en'iaI



arising from the coupling to a transfer channel is then discussed and derived

in Section IV. Finally, in Section V we give sever?' concluding remarks.

II. Dynamic Components in the Optical Potential

Due to Inelastic Coupling

•$1 41

Recently, Love et al. and Baltz et al. ' have applied the Feshbach

formalism to the calculation of the absorptive potential in the elastic

channel for the case of Coulomb excitation. In their calculation the poten-

tial was expanded in a perturbation series which was carried out to the

lowest non-trivial term. This implies that only the coupling to the first

excited state is considered, and thus multiple-step processes, such as those

taking place in multiple Coulomb excitation, were not included in the calcu-

lation. It is, however, well-known that multiple Coulomb excitation is fre-

quently important in heavy-ion collisions. It is therefore necessary to

consider all higher order terms in the perturbation series within some manage-

able approximation. We should say at the outset that our interest in the

dynamic polarization potential, which simulates multiple Coulomb excitation

effects on the elastic channel, is not so much in obtaining the correct sub-

barrier elastic cross section but rather in its possible use to generate

distorted waves which can be then utilized to calculate amplitudes for quasi-

elastic processes involving strongly deformed nuclei.

In this section we shall present two methods for calculating the Coulomb

polarization potential. The first one is based on the f'eshbach reduction

procedure referred to above. The second is a semiclassical inversion pro-

cedure based on Feynman's path integral method.



A. Feshbach's Reduction Method

In this method one starts with a set of coupled channels equations

describing multiple Coulomb excitation and eliminates all channels in

favor of the elastic one. The resulting effective equation describing the

system in the elastic channel contains an effective, nonlocal complex energy-

dependent orbital angular momentum-dependent potential describing the effect

of the eliminated channels on the elastic channel. One then proceeds to

construct trivially-equivalent local potentials. ' From the formal point

of view the above prescription is easy to realize. However, for the purpose

of obtaining closed expressions for the dynamic polarization potential, one

needs to resort to several approximations. In refs. 6 and 7 the Feshbach

reduction method was utilized to obtain the polarization potential within

the approximation of replacing the channel Green's functions by their on-

energy-shell (separable) forms. We shall not repeat the steps that lead to

the derivation of the potential but refer the reader to refs. 6 and 7 for

details. Here we give the final results for the Coulomb polarization poten-

tial (CPP) calculated without nuclear excitation. Assuming a quadrupole

character for the excited states in the target nucleus we obtain for the CPP:

M2 -1

V r ) " "* % Wlir» [I+iCW]

where F( ir) is a three-component vector given by

P Í mt 1*^ P

o
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with l\,(k r) being the regula r Coulomb wave function in channel j (whose

o r b i t a l angular momentum i s given by-I • Í with I being the i n t r i n s i c spin

and I r e f e r r i n g io the o r b i t a l angular momentum in t he ent rance channel ,

which we take to be the ground s t a t e ) The asymptotic wave number i s denoted

by k. The matr ices a . . ' ' onter in the d e f i n i t i o n of the coupling mat r ices

C v i s

_ 1

where I „,n(k ,,k ) are the usual Cimlomb excitation integrals. The explicit

form of a,
U t 9 l ,

i P 2
au,v\' = /V i -Vi ' V r [o o o

{.2V+ \) (4)

where ;i is half the d i s t ance of closed approach for head-on c o l l i s i o n in
l i e Z,Z e

channel I , a . = í ffTTT T • ^i —ft " k i a i i s t* i e Sommerfelci parameter

in channel I (with Z.e being the charge of nucleus i and v . the asymptotic

ve loc i t y in channel I) and qT > T , i s the symmetrized dimensionlcss qtiadrupole

s t reng th parameter for t he coupling I ' I ' which is defined by

-aT, Z'e
I

_̂  .. __ __-__
C S Í



In the limit of a pure quadrupole rotational band and zero energy loss is the

different excitation processes we have

(6)

The matrix propagator [1/-ÍC]!- has the following structure

[l?iÇ(l)]-2
l
2 * [UiÇ22(.l) • C 24W[!•!£(*)];}

where [l*i£(^)]^4 is the matrix propagator associated with the 4* channel

and contains all C's pertaining to I 2 4.

In order to obtain clo*c4expressions for'^(r), we invoke the usual

semiclassical approximation

(7)

81where the gI+I,'s are the semiclassical energy loss factors ' and Ç I + I, is

the adiabaticity parameter defined through

E. is the intrinsic excitation energy of state I. With the use of the usual

recursion formulae that connect the Coulomb functions, we were able to cast

our potential Eq. (1) in the simple form

a» b. c£

where the complex coefficients a^, b^ and c. depend on q^j^Çj^j^the center

of mass energy, E, and the orbital angular momentum I. In Pigs. 1 and 2 we



we exhibit these coefficients as functions of q and ?., respectively. liu-lnded

in this calculation are states up to J - 16. All q,^,, were set equal to I.

It is clear that the imaginary part of V|(r). determined by Re av. Re B^ ami

Re Cj, behaves basically like r" for small values of t ( s — ^ — ) whereas for

large Í. it goes as r . This fact seems to hold irrespective of the value

of q. The real part of vo(r) exhibits similar behavior. Note that the real

part vanishes identically when all reorientation matrices C..C) are set
.

equal to zero. We now consider several limiting cases and approximations

4 6)for Vj(r) which have been considered recently. ' ' When all couplings ex-

4)cept C-. are set equal to zero, we obtain the potential of Baltz et al.

I.e.,

-1 fc W' i ^ H C20fl)

. 2 E 2 ,, . ,a,3 , 3T2+1
-1 5 n 9 > 2 90-2(f'O-2' (r] l^^~?

I3

Including the reorientation in the 2 to all orders we obtain the potent ml

of ref. 6:

RevJeor (r) • iln<eor-(r) ( „)

• fc,{,2 (> (1-arctanl/i)
2 * \ - ±



and

, (1-wcfn £/j)2 (1-arctanl/fl , | 2 -

i4 F " ^ ^

.(I-arctan£/£) ,a>
i"8—T5 5 W

where v£ ̂ (r) is given in Eq. (10). Other closed expressions for V (r) can

be worked out easily (see Ref. 7 where the excitation of the 4 was added to

With the help of V£(r) one may easily calculate the elastic cross section

using for example the WKB approximation. Due to the smallness of Re V (r)

compared to the dominant-monopole-monopole interaction, one expects that for

E < E_, the inclusion of V^(r) results in a damping factor multiplying the

Rutherford cross section. ' ' In Pig. 3 we show such a calculation of a/a^

for the system 20Ne • Sm at E u b • 70 Mev using the potential v£
eor#(r)

of Eq. (11). The overall agreement with the data of ref. 9 is good.

It should be clear that the neglect of off-shell effects is expected to

be a reasonable approximation only for the lowest order potential V* '(r).

For our general potential of Eq. (1) these effects are expected to be



i«portant and the need to find a simple ray of incorporating the» is clear.

Attempts in this direction have been Bade ' but further work is needed.

B. The Semiclassical Inversion Method

In this subsection we present an alternative method for the evaluation

of V.(r). In refs. 10 and 11 V.(r) was evaluated using a semiclassical in-

version procedure based on the Alder-Ninther theory of multiple Coulomb

excitation. The basic imput into such a calculation are the amplitudes for

finding the system in the elastic channel in the outgoing and ingoing bran-

ches of the average classical trajectory. Before actually elaborating the

details we first give a brief account of a theory of Vjjfr) ' based on the

Feynman path integral method which would serve as a foundation for the pro-

cedure developed in refs. 9 and 10. Recalling Feynman's expression for a

transition amplitude K for scattering by an optical potential V(r) + V (r)
00 O

I (Vt>.[Vct)««P[±s[?Ct)]]

where r(t) is a path for the relative coordinate satisfying end point

(boundary) conditions appropriate for a scattering problem and the path

integral extends over all possible paths satisfying these conditions. The

action S is given by

£ p ? 2 - Vo(?) - V(?)]dt (13)

where V (r) is some already known potential (e.g., for sub-barrier energies

V (r) is the monopole-raonopole Coulomb potential). For V(r) to represent

correctly the effect on the elastic channel due to its coupling to other
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channels it mist be such as to give for K identical results as those obtained

fro» a Microscopic description of the reaction. Nov we assume that the in-

trinsic notion of the fragments as described by a Haailtonia H with eigen-

states (|i>) and energies {c. }. The time evolution operator U of the inter-

acting system obeys the usual equation

i*|^U = [Ho • V(?(t).fJ]U (14)

where V(r(t),£) is a potential which represents the coupling between the

relative motion, described by r(t) and the internal (intrinsic) coordinates

{£}. Equation Clâ»-) is to be solved with the boundary condition U - 1 at

t = t0 for a given path r(t). The aaplitude K for the system to remain

in the ground state at time t. is then given by '

tj

"oo^l'V * Í &(t) «PlisoC?(t))l
<0|U(r.trto)|0> (15)

where the free action S (r(t)) is given by

S0(?(i)) - j [JUT2 - VQ(?)]dt (.6)
o

It is then clear that K (t,tt ) of Eq. (15) and that of Eq. (12) are iden-

tical if we have

<0|U(?.trto)|0> * exp[^i | V(?(t))dt] (17)

for all paths r(t) connecting t and t.. In particular, if we are to use

a semiclassical approximation in the evaluation of (12) and (15), which is



II

a reasonable procedure for heavy ion scattering, then Eq. (17) is still valid

with r replaced by the real classical trajectory * (t) that satisfies the

classical equation of aotion

VÍJL • foe Vir^) • foe V<>(rf) = 0 (18)

or

urd - Jvl* in<0|U(r)t,t1.to)|0> • v*e V^r^) * 0 (19)

The above relations give a prescription for calculating the classical fovce

resulting froa the coupling between the relative and the intrinsic sotions.

For simple applications of the above Methods, we restrict ourselves to real

trajectories only. The Most straightforward application of Eq. (17) is for

the case where t * -« and tj * ••; i.e., in the asymptotic region. This,

however, will give us the potential in the asyaptotic region and there is

no reason to expect that the resulting potential, when inserted back into

Eq. (12), will generate the amplitude K at any tine t.. In order to coat-

pare the potential derived according to the semiclassical prescription with

that of the previous subsection, we have to extract froa K of Eq. (17) a

potential which, when inserted into Eq. (12), would generate the same K

at any tine t. (or separation between the two ions). Furthermore, we be-

lieve that such wave-function equivalent potentials are required to generate

the correct distorted waves which enter in the evaluation of OWBA amplitudes

describing quasielastic processes occurring in the collision between deformed

nuclei.

Our prescription for the calculation of the wave function equivalent

optical potential rests on several observations:
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a) Calculate the average classical trajectory r (t). Although this

requires the knowledge of <0|U|0> , we shall, in the following, assume that

is given by the Rutherford trajectory which is a reasonable approxi-

mation for the energies (E < E_) and the systems (n » 1, Ç << 1) considered.

b) Evaluate the impact parameter-dependent V(r) (implicit in our con-

siderations) at a given radial separation distance r from Eq. (17), both in

the ingoing (Vj^(r)) and outgoing (VJ*'(r)) branches of the Rutherford

trajectory (see Fig. 4).

c) Calculate the wave-function equivalent potential from the algebraic

mean of V^J(r) and vj^(r); i.e.»

V r ) " 1 (Vj^ir) • v£+)(r)) (20)

The justification for the prescription in (20) is given in refs. (10) and

(11) and it basically resides in the insistance that V^(r) as calculated

above should be the same (or at least equivalent to) the trivially equiva-

lent local potential derived in subsection Ila.

Clearly in order to carry out the evaluation of V.(r) according to

Eq. (20), one needs to know the amplitudes a}(t) and a^ (t) for finding

the system in the elastic channel at time t (or separation r) on the ingoing

and outgoing branches of the Rutherford trajectory respectively (these are

just the amplitudes <0|U|0> and <0|lr*^|0>). For pure multiple Coulomb

excitation the de Boer-Winther code does supply these amplitudes and one

could, therefore, evaluate V (r) numerically if needed. However, in order

to study the properties of V (r), we consider instead the closed expressions

for a(") and »j*' valid in the sudden limit given by Alder-Winther5* (for

pure quadrupole coupling). These amplitudes are given by:
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(í) 1 f , f" 4 E n2 f l P.ícos x ' ( t ) )
ai = 4? ** I sinBdB exPl-L T 1 - °» dt - — ! I (*«

0 0 í- rjft)
where a,B are the Euler angles that specify the orientation of the target

ZjZ_e
symmetry axis, n the Sommerfeld parameter given by —jr , P_ is the

Legendre polynomial of order two and x~(t) are tne angles subtended by the

target symmetry axis and the line connecting the centers of the two nuclei;

i.e., cosx"(t) = c*osB cos8^(t) • sinB sin87(t) cos(a - 0Í(t)), where $ (t)

and 4>~(t) are the spherical polar angles that determine the orientation of

the line joining the centers of the colliding nuclei. The times tl(r) and

t.(r) are those at which the distance between centers i& r for the ingoing

(-) and outgoing (•) branches of the trajectory, respectively. Using the

above form of the amplitudes a; (r) and a~ (r), we can now write down our

final expression for V,(r)

.-iE*(r)

V (r)
1

< t -
(22)

where < >refers to j j * da /J sin0dB and

Ei±5(r) = A*(r)cos2B + A*(r)sin2B cosa + Aj(r)sin2B cos2a - A*(r) (23)

Here

(r)

(r)

(r)

(8)

• ±

• ±

• ±

Aj(±e0)

A°2(±eo)

3 0

0 *.
A I +fl l

4 0

? * ;

i A 2

i A 3

- ;

O)

(6)

(8)

(8)

(24)
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where the elementary trajectory integrals A?(9) are gjvsn by

and

12 3 2
A2(9(r)) = Sq^^-p)^) [ /-j *1 ( j ) j-) (26)

i í . e , S1J26, (27)

A +1 Sin8 " 9J (28)

In the above 8 is related to r through the trajectory equation

(f) - (£)2 [/(£)2*1 cos9 - 1] (29)

Finally 9 is the asymptotic value of 9; i.e.,

tan9 * - (30)

o n

One immediate result we obtain is the potential V^(r) of Eq. (2l) calculated

to second order in qo^2- Expanding the exponentials and using the explicit

forms of the AT(9)'s, it is easy to verify that the resulting potential

coincides exactly with VJ (r) of Eq. (10) of the last subsection. This

gives us more confidence in our semiclassical theory of V^(r) summarized

in Eqs. (17) and (20). For large values of the coupling

has to be solved numerically and the results of this calculation are
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summarized in Fig. 5, where we have plotted (£) ^V^(r) = Wn(q) as a function

of q.^2 and have set r = r (Í,), theJl-dependent classical turning point. Both

the real and imaginary parts of N^(q) exhibit oscillatory behaviors as func-

tions of q0_o'
 Tnis behavior is clearly a consequence of multiple Coulomb

excitation effects. This behavior is not shared by the potential calculated

in subsection H a indicating the importance of the off-shell terms which were

completely neglected and which are presumably indirectly present in the semi-

classical potential. The dashed-dotted curve in Fig. 5 is the Í. = 0 component

of a potential calculated directly from the asymptotic amplitude; i.e., from

H (*•") (notice that *[ (*"•) " °) •
This phase-shift equivalent potential, which we call V^W(r) (AW - Alder-

Winther), exhibits quite a different behavior from our semiclassical V.(r)

of Eq. (22). In ref. 11 a detailed discussion of this difference was given
141 ANin connection with a recent numerical calculation of V\ (r) which uses an

inverse scattering method whose imput are the asymptotic phase shifts ex-

tracted from the de Boer-Winther code. Finally, it is important to realize

that although the imaginary part of our potential V.(r) for a given value of

I becomes positive at several values of q, and thus violating the condition

of absorption for that particular partial wave, for other values of I the

imaginary part at those q's referred to above is negative and it is clear

that the overall effect of V^(r) is absorptive by construction. Notice also

that the potentials shown in Fig. 5 were evaluated at the classical turning

point V (I) and their values and signs at a given q clearly change as the

radial separation increases. To check this we have evaluated IM V. Q(r)

for q- - » 7 and found that it is positive only at, and only slightly out-

side of, the classical turning point r • 2a. For larger values of r,
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Im V.(r) is negative. This behavior also holds for other values of I. Since

Fig. 5 refers to Vj,(r) calculated assuming a pure rotational character of the

excited states in the target, ** is therefore of interest to find the V.(r)

in the case of pure vibrational states. Such a calculation was made in

ref. 15 and the surprising result was that if the assumption of a pure har-

monic quadrupole vibration is made for the excited states in the target,

then the resulting potential, calculated in the sudden lirrit according to

Eq. (20), is the same as V£ '(r) of Eq. (10)! The fact that the potential

comes out to be pure imaginary in this case ;s expected since for vibrational

states C..(i.) of Eq. (1) are zero. The difference between \l[ ' (r) and V0(r)

of Fig. 5 must therefore be due to, among other things, the phonon-phonon

interactions ((inharmonic terms) which are very important for rotational

nuclei.

III. The Dynamic Polarization Potential due to

Coulomb and Nuclear Couplings

In Section II we derived expressions for the Coulomb polarization

potential assuming only Coulomb coupling of the elastic channel to the diffe-

rent inelastic channels. Therefore the potential V (r) of Eqs. (20) and (22)

is apr.opriate in the description of elastic scattering at sub-barrier ener-

gies. At energies above the barrier, the nuclear coupling becomes important

and therefore one need? to modify the expression for V (r). Besides the

coupling the static component of the optical potential contains both the

repulsive monopole-monopole Coulomb interaction and the attractive nuclear

potential. We shall, in the following, outline the derivation of an ex-

pression for Vf(r) to second order in the Coulomb-nuclear coupling using
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Feshbach's reduction method (for details see ref. 16). We start from the

coupled-channels equations for the radial wave function in the elastic

channel X ^
0)£

2 (l *1) 2u in (k )

(31)

* I T V I I 11 ( r ) Xr, T u (k-.') o • .
n "

where y is the reduced mass and o,(k.) is the Rutherford phase shift in

channel I. Ne write the coupling interaction as

V*0.ll ( r ) " »l I F L ( r ) <32>
o o

where F. (r) is the form factor for the inelastic transition with multi-

L

polarity L and a. , contains geometrical factors. Using the methods

° Í21
developed in ref. 17, we obtain for V£ '(r) the following

(r) I [aK (1)J2TL K W fK(?..r) . (3?)

where K • I -I and we have written a^ fc = aK(£). The quantities
o

given by

T («
Rft

where

{ d r X^ik'.r) FL (r) xt(k.r)
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are the radial integrals for the form factors F. (r) between the distorted
e

waves x(r) pertaining to the static component of the optical potential V (r),

°ÍN1
and S£ (k) are the nuclear parts of the partial-wave £-matrix elements for

elastic scattering by V (r). Finally the functions f^(l,r) are given by

where F^(kr) are the regular Coulomb wave functions. Considering the case

of quadrupole excitation, L * 2, and using the following approximation for

- 2 4
J ft2 • 2 g • 4f,(l,r)-f 2(l,r) ~ -1 +-J-* ft

2 • 2 g - • 4-, ) , (37)

1 ko + k2where A = I * •=• and k = — = — and 1 is the average Sommerfeld parameter.

We obtain after using the explicit form of aK(H) given in Eq. (3) (without

the q) and resorting to the approximation used to evaluate T(£) given in

ref. (17)

(38)
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where the approximation of large-ji has been used. In the above F (r) is

given by

where ^ C ) - ^ ^ c and similiarly for o^N). In Eq. (âí ),S(N) (|) is the

nuclear part of the elastic S-matrix element corresponding to the scattering

b V (r). In the limit that the nuclear part of V fr) is not felt, then

°ÍN) dS
S (||) s 1 and -r-»— = 0, we recover the second order pure imaginary

potential \T ' (r) of Eq. (10). Due to the presence of s' , the potential

of s.q. (38) is complex. Of course in order to actually use V (r) above in
0 (H)e.g., optical model analysis of elastic scattering, one needs to know Sv (4).

This can either be made through the evaluation of Sl ''(j|) by first setting

"i = 0 and then solving the optical model equation or by using simple

parametrized forms.

IV. The Dynamical Component Resulting from Transfer Coupling

Turning to rearrangement channels, it should be emphasized that while

we are well aware of the non-orthogonality of the initial and final states

in these cases, we disregard the contributions from nonvanishing overlap

integrals of the internal wave functions on the expectation that these are

of lesser importance for heavy than for light projectile. ' To present

the result in the simplest form, we consider, in addition to zero spin nuclei,

transfers with L = 0 only. Then the form factor for transfer into a bound

state of imaginary wave number K « (2^ltE.) /H where ill is the reduced mass

and E. the binding energy of the transferred particle, is
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Now the effective transfer coupling potential becomes

where the constants a~. are proportional to the product of the spectro-

scopic factors and the zero-range overlap integral yu, is the reduced mass

in the itici<U«t channel, K. andK- are the bound-state wave numbers of

particle C before and after the transfer. With the same approximations as
fTl

in ref. 15 the final expression for Vi ' (r) becomes after setting f (l,r) »1

is

ft tk'K^ K K °° ' r

where J is a scale factor arising from the non-recoil approximation and

! . ( & ( ) is the NKB approximation to the Coulomb radial integrals for trans-

fer with ^*= 2 Cretan (jjjTy) and £ is the adiabaticity parameter defined

by \e -\.- As shown in ref. 16, since I ($£) falls off exponentially

( exp[-fê)jt]) at large jt, the contribution to the S-matrix corresponding

to Eq. (42) is localized inJ£-space. Since the asymptotic form of P£ J

is real, the dynamical component (42) is predominantly absorptive.

In reactions where the single transfer of a cluster c leads into a

channel that is identical to the elastic channel (elastic transfer, ET),

the effective coupling potential has the form (for L • 0)

(K j
, , 1 -K,r

f
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which is a real exchange potential.

Finally, we consider reactions in which the successive transfer of a

cluster c leads back into the elastic channel. Then the contribution to the

effective potential corresponding to the two diagrams of Fig. 6 becomes

with V.(T)(r) given by Bq. (42). The potential V.(DT) (r) exhibits clearly

even-odd staggering effects.

V. Conclusion

In this paper we have derived expressions for the different dynamical

components in the heavy-ion optical potentials. For sub-barrier elastic

scattering the Coulomb polarization potential (CPP) was derived using two

different methods; the Feshbach reduction method based on the time indepen-

dent coupled channels equations, and the semiclassical inversion method

based on Feynman's path integral method. We have demonstrated that the two

methods give identical results for the CPP if calculated to second order in

the quadripole coupling parameter. In the general case of intermediate or

strong coupling, the two methods give different results. This is partly

attributed to the neglect of off-shell effects in the Feshbach reduction

method.

We have also obtained expressions for the dynamical components due to

Coulomb and nuclear coupling to an inelastic 2 channel. The potential

exhibits the general features connected to the Coulomb-nuclear interference

effects. The/ dependence of the potential shows clearly the presence of
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an 1 -window connected to the nuclear excitation.

Finally the component due to transfer coupling was obtained within the

on-energy-shell approximation, for the L > 0 case. The expression found

has a very simple r- and jf-dependence which would result in a well-defined

{-window in the corresponding elastic $-aatrix element.
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CAPTIONS

t • 1/2
Figure 1 The coefficient a , l> and c plotted as functions of t

for several values of the quadrupolc coup1 in» parameter <|. A

factor ft was taken out of the coefficients in order to present

the result in as general a for» as possible.

Figure 2 The coefficient, a , h and c plotted as functions of the

quadrupole coupling parameter q for several v.ilucs of í •: .

A factor & was taken out of the coefficients (sec caption to

Fig- 1).

Figure 3 The sub-barrier clastic, cross section normalizei to the Rutherford

cross section, plotted vs. the center of mass .-umIc for the

system Ne • Sm (I.. . = 7 0 McV). Included in the calcu-

lation is the coupling to the 2 state as well as the re-

orientation of the 2 to all orders in both t.iri-.ct and pro-

jectile. The data are from Rcf. 9.

Figure 4 Terms contributing to the semiclassical optical potential:
(a) ingoing wave; (b) outgoing wave.

Figure 5 The Coulomb polarization potential vs. q plotted is

f(-~ ) VjO^Ci)) for R(= £) « 0.0, 1.0 and 2.0. a) the

imaginary part, b) the real part. The daslud .lotted lino is the Aldcr-

Hinther potential (see text).

rigure 6 Two-step elastic transfer processes represented by the effective

potentialVj[DT)(r).
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